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"Please stop watching it.  Please stop filling your head with filth."

−−− Quote from Angus T. Jones, one of the actors from the CBS series Two and a
Half Men.  And he's right, of course.  You'll want to watch how the mainstream
liberal/Jew media will now start to demonize and attack him − instead of supporting
his beliefs...
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Realtek RTL2832/Elonics E4000 SDR Experiments

Overview

It has recently been discovered that a Realtek RTL2832−based Digital Video Broadcast −
Terrestrial (DVB−T) tuner can be adapted into a low−cost Software Defined Radio (SDR).

The Realtek RTL2832 quadrature COFDM demodulator is usually combined with an Elonics E4000
multi−band RF tuner.  The front−end E4000 tuner contains the actual RF section.  This little 33−pin
chip provides a low−noise amplifier, programmable RF tracking filter, quadrature mixer, PLL
frequency synthesizer & VCO, DC offset removal, and final IF filtering and
amplification.  Experimention has shown the abilty to tune between 54 − 1110 MHz and 1260 −
2200 MHz.  Performance suffers a bit below 64 MHz and above 1700 MHz.  Note that it is possible
to "directly sample" signals below 30 MHz by injecting them directly into pin 1 of the Realtek
RTL2832.

The PLL synthesizer uses a 28.8 MHz crystal for the reference frequency standard.  The stock
crystal doesn't offer the best performance, as these tuners are consumer devices and were meant
for receiving wideband signals.  Replacing the 28.8 MHz crystal with a more stable reference source
will prevent any frequency drift, which is noticable when receiving narrowband signals.

The E4000 tuner utilizes a direct conversion "zero IF" architechture.  This means the Local
Oscillator (LO) is set the same frequency as the signal you wish to receive.  The outputs from the
quadrature RF mixer are an analog In−Phase (I − 0°) and a Quadrature−Phase (Q − 90°)
baseband signal.  The I/Q baseband signals are then passed onto the RTL2832 for further
processing and to do the actual signal demodulation.  The maximum sample rate is around 3.2
million samples per second (MS/s) but using a slightly slow sampler rate (1.0 − 2.8 MS/s) will
prevent the demodulation process from dropping samples.

Various free software packages such as GNU Radio or HDSDR are available to "tune" the Elonics
E4000 / Realtek RTL2832 combination to the frequency and demodulation setting you choose.  The
RTL2832 also contains a standard USB interface, which is how the device is programmed and data
sent back to your computer.  The software, especially under Linux, is still a bit tricky to understand,
but there are numerous sources on the Internet to go for additional help.

Elonics E4000 Block Diagram
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Pictures & Construction Notes

Overview of a generic Realtek RTL2832U / Elonics E4000−based DVB−T USB tuner stick.

These tuners are all over eBay for under $30.

There is no manufacture data or documentation available.  The label on the PC board's upper−left
says: DB−1AD Ver:1.1
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Closeup of the RF input to the Elonics E4000.

There is a back−to−back diode protector on the RF input to clamp any voltage spikes.  When using
an external antenna, the diode should be left on the board, but for Intermediate Frequency (IF) or
high−UHF/microwave applications, you may want to remove this diode.  Just be careful about static
electricity on the RF input.
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Alternate view.

RF input in on the top, then the Elonics E4000 and Realtek RTL2832U.

A 28.8 MHz crystal is to the left of the Elonics E4000.

The black rectangle just below the Realtek RTL2832U is an IR sensor for a remote control.

The LED is for power indication and a 3.3 VDC voltage regulator is on the lower−right.

The USB jack is along the bottom.
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Bottom view.

Antenna input is on the top.
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The stock PAL antenna connector was removed on the RF input and a salvaged SMB connector
was added.

This will allow for easy removal of the RF input while still maintaining the proper impedance.

A small coaxial pigtail will also work, for more permanent installations.
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Two threaded #6 posts were added to the tuner's circuit board to allow for "stand−off" mounting.
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Mounting the receiver circuit board in an old keyboard switch case.

An USB extender cable was salvaged to allow the tuner to be easily disconnected.

The USB input from the computer is via a shielded 4−pin microphone jack.  This is a bit of overkill,
but shielded USB jacks are hard to find.

A high−quality panel−mount BNC jack is used for the RF input.
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Alternate view.

The incoming USB +5 VDC power line (red) has a series 10 µH inductor and a shunt 33 µF
capacitor added to it.

Ferrite beads where also slipped over the USB's "Data +" (green) and "Data −" (white) wires.

Switching power supplies and radio receivers don't mix...  For maximum low−spurious response
from the tuner, an external linear +5 VDC power source should be used.

A linear "wall wart−type" power supply and 78L05 voltage regulator should be fine.
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Closeup of the salvaged 4−pin microphone connector turned into a nice shielded USB connection.

Be sure to carefully watch your pins if you make this type connection.
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28.8 MHz TCXO Option for USB SDRs

Overview

Most Realtek RTL2832 / Elonics E4000−based tuners use a 28.8 MHz crystal for generating the
Phase Lock Loop's (PLL) reference frequency.  Ideally, this 28.8 MHz reference frequency should
be very stable and with low phase noise.  Because these USB tuners were designed to be low cost,
they'll often skip on the quality of the crystal used for this frequency.  This can result in alot of
frequency drift, which you'll notice when operating the tuners in narrowband modes.

While a high−quality standalone 28.8 MHz Temperature−Compensated Crystal Oscillator (TCXO)
may be difficult to track down, 14.4 MHz TCXOs are actually quite common.  By feeding a 14.4 MHz
signal into a "frequency doubling" circuit, we can then generate a "new" reference frequency at 28.8
MHz.

The 14.4 MHz TCXO used for this project is a Meiden CO−T67PZ oscillator.  It runs at +5 VDC and
generates an approximate 400 mVp−p clipped sine wave output signal with its phase noise −140
dBc at a 10 kHz offset.  You can purchase these Meiden oscillators via eBay, or similar oscillators
may be salvaged from certain Motorola two−way radios.

A Mini−Circuits SBL−1 double−balanced mixer will be used in a passive "frequency doubler"
application.  The incoming 14.4 MHz will be split in two and fed to the LO and RF ports on the
SBL−1.  The doubled output at 28.8 MHz will then be taken via the mixer's IF port.  A standard
diplexer network and 2N5109 post−mixer amplifier is then used to isolate and amplify the 28.8 MHz
signal.

Stock Elonics E4000 Schematic
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Pictures & Construction Notes

Output view of a stock Meiden CO−T67PZ 14.4 MHz TCXO.

100 mV per division vertical / 0.2 µS per division horizontal.
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Removing the stock 28.8 MHz crystal on a Realtek RTL2832 / Elonics E4000−based tuner.

Save this crystal, as it may be possible in a future project to turn it into a crystal filter to further clean
up the reference signal's phase noise.

It's not necessary to remove any of the crystal's loading capacitors.
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Overview of the passive frequency doubler circuit board.

This project is still experimental and should be considered a work−in−progress.

The Meiden CO−T67PZ 14.4 MHz TCXO is on the left, the Mini−Circuits SBL−1 is in the middle,
and the 2N5109 post−mixer amplifier is on the right.

A simple 3−pole low−pass / impedance matching network cleans up the 14.4 MHz signal before a
passive resistive divider network splits the signal for the SBL−1's RF and LO ports.

On the IF output of the SBL−1 mixer is a LC diplexer network and a 2N5109 transistor−based
amplifier.  This is a bit of overkill, but it works.

The frequency doubler circuit does require +12 VDC to operate.  You'll want to run the USB tuner
from an external linear DC power supply for maximum performance anyway, so it's not that big of a
deal.
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Alternate view.

The IF output of the SBL−1 passes through the LC diplexer network to isolate the 28.8 MHz signal
and shunt the out−of−band signals to a 50 ohm load.  This helps the mixer "see" a 50 ohm
impedance at all the mixed frequencies to reduce any distortion.

The 2N5109 transistor provides around 20 dB of gain to overcome all the losses which results from
the passive frequency doubling action.
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Applying the new 28.8 MHz signal to the USB tuner.

Shown above is the bottom of the Realtek RTL2832 / Elonics E4000−based tuner, with the antenna
input on the left.

The signal should be applied directly to pin 29 of the Elonics E4000.  You may want to trace this out
with a meter before hand.

Experimentation showed the Elonics E4000 tuner requires a 28.8 MHz reference signal at around 0
dBm.
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Bonus
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End of Issue #104

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

Never in a million years would I believe I'd have to read a Pravada article to get the
truth about Obama...

Communist Victory Amerika

December 3, 2012 − From: english.pravda.ru

by Xavier Lerma

Once upon a time there once was a country so beautiful with spacious skies, with purple mountain
majesties where everyone sang "God shed his grace on thee."  It promoted freedom of religion and
allowed Christianity to grow.  It gave opportunities for everyone to better themselves in education
and create businesses that not only made them rich but allowed those in poverty to prosper and
become middle class citizens.  It became the richest country in the world and millions immigrated to
this land.   On the other side of the world was an evil government that enslaved its people.  It saw
this nation as a threat to its plan of world domination but knew conquering it could never be done
militarily.  "Before we can assume power we must corrupt" they said.

They began to invade the country as a virus infects a body.  Like the plague it engulfed the whole
land and the strongest lamented over the nation's weakness.  These creatures twisted the words
freedom into the freedom to do every vice and evil the wicked could conceive.  It turned everything
upside down.  Good was bad.  Men became women.  Women became men.  Sodom and Gomorrah
was rebuilt.  Capitalism was no longer there to help others but selfishness grew and greed vomited
out its illicit pleasures of entertainment that blinded the minds of millions.  Those who could not be
perverted were given comforts and toys that would satisfy them.  Souls became empty and they
reached out for anything that gave them temporary peace again and again.

Through all the invaders efforts there were still noises of discontent.  Their shadow government,
their "Shadow Party" was not completely effective.  There were people who could see the sinister
changes in their country.  They saw the rising tide of violence.  They saw how families were being
destroyed as the devil rocked every cradle.  The sane were considered insane.  The foolish were
praised as philosophers.  Judges were deranged and released from prison murderers, rapists and
child molesters back into the public to kill, rape and sexually assault children.  Good people watched
in horror on TV.  Was it a movie, TV show or was it reality?  Like a cat toying with a mouse before
it's killed, millions were entranced before meeting their end.
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These invaders had to move forward quickly.  Their focus on conquering the world weakened their
own government.  Their very own people had overthrown its yoke of slavery and became free to
worship Christ and people were normal again.  They were strangers to their own land so they had
no choice but to make their home in this foreign country they sought to destroy.  No matter.  This
new country had more power to destroy and influence the world.  It is richer and easier to
control.  They swiftly sat themselves upon the throne and boasted their intentions without fear of
being exposed.  Their plan of world domination could now be done militarily.  "Conquest through
corruption was yesterday's game" they said, "We can assume power through military force
anywhere, anytime."  Promising peace while attacking nations.  Promising prosperity while creating
poverty.  We shall destroy them and they will cheer louder than any people in history.

Those who worshipped their leader lay before him like a whore and gave up their children.  They
never questioned his background and accepted his lies wholeheartedly.  The words of Russian
Bishop Ignaty Bryanchaninov in 1927 ring ever so clearly today, "Whoever does not obtain the
kingdom of God within oneself will not recognize the Antichrist and will inevitably, become his
follower."  The presidential elections in Amerika are a set up and always have been after Kennedy
was shot.

Americans think the Soviets were not angry about the Cuban missile crisis.  While it is true the
Soviets did not want a nuclear war they did move Kennedy out of the way and they attacked
America within and conquered it.  Now they always point at the new Russia with cries of "foul play!"
and "stolen elections!"  The Communist trick is to accuse their innocent opponent of the illegal
activity they themselves are involved in.

Russia in their presidential elections had cameras in every voting station.  Anyone could log
in and see it.  I did it myself.  600,000 Russians volunteered to monitor the Presidential
Elections Online.  ID and Russian language only was required.  Paper ballots avoided
fraud.  Electronic voting in Amerika is a joke.   Foreign observers were accepted in Russia
and rejected in Communist Amerika.  Any Russian could sign up to volunteer to watch out
for voter fraud in person.  In the end the election reflected the opinion polls from dozens of
independent sources in Russia.  Putin was the most popular and he was elected.

In Amerika there are only 2 main parties.  Oh sure, there are others but one would never
know it the way the Amerikan media hides them.  Russia had 5 parties that qualified for the
presidential elections.  The mainstream media in Amerika demonized Putin and insulted
Russians in this video.  Amerika will never show Putin like this video or this on TV.  Amerika
calls it Russian propaganda.  Again, the Communist trick is to accuse their opponent of
illegal activity they themselves are involved in.  The Communists were the bully in school
who first threw a rock at a little boy and then immediately blamed the little boy for doing
it.  It's the Communist way.  It's the Chicago way.  They blame others for being a racist when
they are really bigots themselves.

Dr. Martin Luther King

Dr. Martin Luther King said "character" was more important than the color of one's skin.  The
Communists had him shot.  They tried to help him at first thinking they could use him to divide
America.  However, if "character" is more important, then they cannot divide the masses and
promote social strife.  They need to color code the masses and divide them just as Stalin did when
he divided Russia by its ethnic boundaries.  They need the blacks to hate whites not
peace.  Americans have been brainwashed by the Communists to be Amerikans in the new USSA,
United Socialist States of Amerika.
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Some people have been fooled to think that there is a cultural difference that will not allow the races
to coexist.  Most Hispanics, who are traditionally conservative, ally themselves with a Democratic
party that promotes abortion and gay marriage.  Again, they too have been happily misled.  All
Democrats, most Republicans and 90% of blacks hate or ignore intelligent and successful blacks
like Dr. Alveda King, Alan Keyes, Allen West, and Wayne Perryman.  Alan Keyes called Obama a
"radical Communist" in this video in 2009 and he is correct, but no one ever acknowledged
him.  Intelligent minorities that can see through the Communist lies are ignored or attacked.  Their
own race attacks and laughs at them in almost the same way Christ was attacked by His own
people before He was crucified.

Corrosion of Evil

Brave souls spoke out against this new regime but it was too late.  They were in the minority.  They
failed to listen over 30 years ago when a prisoner from the invading country was exiled with
them.  He spoke out and tried to warn them before this day came.

"Destructive and irresponsible freedom has been granted boundless space.  Society appears to
have little defense against the abyss of human decadence, such as, for example, misuse of liberty
for moral violence against young people, motion pictures full of pornography, crime and horror.  It is
considered to be part of freedom and theoretically counter−balanced by the young people's right not
to look or not to accept.  Life organized legalistically has thus shown its inability to defend itself
against the corrosion of evil."

Free love, sex, drugs and rock and roll.  "This is a free country, man!," they all shouted.  All manner
of illicit behavior was expressed publicly.  They did not care what others said because they have
rights do as they want.  "Daddy does not exist so we can do anything."  These childish mentalities
only rotted away their lives and society.  The foreign invaders had already taught them in school all
they needed to know.  Their seed had been sown in universities, colleges and public schools years
ago.

Mainstream Media

"In−depth analysis of a problem is anathema to the press.  It stops at sensational formulas.  Such
as it is, however, the press has become the greatest power within the Western countries, more
powerful than the legislature, the executive and the judiciary.  One would then like to ask: by what
law has it been elected and to whom is it responsible?"

He knew the mainstream media was controlled by the Communists and he was trying to awaken the
minds of the satisfied and well fed masses.  These talking heads he warned about could but only
serve their master too well.  They were journalists who had sold their souls to the devil.  They were
given the power to change America and they did.

Communism failed in Russia so the mainstream media in Amerika always shows protesters
in Russia to Americans without telling them the protesters are Communists or that the
protesters are paid by the Amerikan embassy.  The Amerikan media never shows religious
gatherings in Russia or Putin in Jerusalem video.  They hate the fact that Christian Russia
overcame Communism.  They also twist the words of America's founding Fathers,
"separation of church and state" to mean that Christianity is outlawed in public.  Deep down
in their hearts they want to eliminate Christianity.  It is the "opium of the people."
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Destruction of the Human Spirit

"I hope that no one present will suspect me of offering my personal criticism of the Western system
to present socialism as an alternative.  Having experienced applied socialism in a country where the
alternative has been realized, I certainly will not speak for it.  The well−known Soviet mathematician
Shafarevich, a member of the Soviet Academy of Science, has written a brilliant book under the title
Socialism; it is a profound analysis showing that socialism of any type and shade leads to a total
destruction of the human spirit and to a leveling of mankind into death."

Obvious Warnings

"There are meaningful warnings that history gives a threatened or perishing society.  Such are, for
instance, the decadence of art, or a lack of great statesmen.  There are open and evident warnings,
too.  The center of your democracy and of your culture is left without electric power for a few hours
only, and all of a sudden crowds of American citizens start looting and creating havoc.  The smooth
surface film must be very thin, then, the social system quite unstable and unhealthy."

Invasion Has Begun

"But the fight for our planet, physical and spiritual, a fight of cosmic proportions, is not a vague
matter of the future; it has already started.  The forces of Evil have begun their decisive offensive,
you can feel their pressure, and yet your screens and publications are full of prescribed smiles and
raised glasses.  What is the joy about?"

Liberation into Moral Poverty

"..in early democracies, ... all individual human rights were granted because man is God's
creature.  That is, freedom was given to the individual conditionally, in the assumption of his
constant religious responsibility.  Such was the heritage of the preceding thousand years.  Two
hundred or even fifty years ago, it would have seemed quite impossible, in America, that an
individual could be granted boundless freedom simply for the satisfaction of his instincts or
whims.  Subsequently, however, all such limitations were discarded everywhere in the West; a total
liberation occurred from the moral heritage of Christian centuries with their great reserves of mercy
and sacrifice.  State systems were becoming increasingly and totally materialistic.  The West ended
up by truly enforcing human rights, sometimes even excessively, but man's sense of responsibility
to God and society grew dimmer and dimmer.  In the past decades, the legalistically selfish aspect
of Western approach and thinking has reached its final dimension and the world wound up in a
harsh spiritual crisis and a political impasse.  All the glorified technological achievements of
Progress, including the conquest of outer space, do not redeem the Twentieth century's moral
poverty which no one could imagine even as late as in the Nineteenth Century."

Alexander Solzhenitsyn, one of the greatest writers of our time, stood up to the tyranny that
enslaved his country.  He exposed the atrocities being done on his homeland in the gulags and
slave camps.  Over thirty years ago he warned others in this new country only to be ridiculed as
being a "boy scout" and ignorant of the real world.  He did not serve their purpose.  He was ignored
or laughed at.  When he returned home he received the highest award in Russia, "The Order of St.
Andrew."
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Russia's Freedom Costly

How did Russia free itself from an atheistic government?  Through the blood of martyrs and prayers
of the faithful, Russia's penance purified its soul and allowed it to embrace its Savior.  Like the
prodigal son Russia came to its senses and went home to his Father.  The living are at peace and
the tortured and murdered faithful are in paradise.

And I Saw Them That Had Overcome the Beast

"These are they who are come out of great tribulation, and have washed their robes, and have
made them white in the blood of the Lamb.  And God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes: and
death shall be no more, nor mourning, nor crying, nor sorrow shall be any more, for the former
things are passed away; And I heard a voice from heaven, as the noise of many waters, and as the
voice of great thunder; Singing the canticle of Moses and the canticle of the Lamb, saying: Great
and wonderful are thy works, O Lord God Almighty; just and true are thy ways, O King of
ages.  Who shall not fear thee, O Lord, and magnify thy name?  For only thou art Holy!"

The last priest of St Basil's Cathedral was Fr. Ioann Vostorgov.  He had written earlier, "... there is
not and cannot be complete and absolute freedom for man, that it is limited and must be directed by
the Law of God."  The free thinking and lovers of mankind, the Communists, did not like what he
said so they shot him in 1918.  How tolerant they were.  All liberals are this way.  They talk about
the best for mankind and give speeches on tolerance, equality and justice for all while they fill their
pockets with riches and impoverish the rest.  If you disagree with them they ignore you, shout at you
or prefer you dead.

Witnesses

Many other witnesses came forth like Solzhenitsyn who had won a Nobel Prize in Literature in
1970.  Others were more demonstrative.  In 1990 a monk from the Russian Orthodox monastery at
Zagorsk, carrying a life−sized crucifix seven feet tall travelled to Moscow.  He stood before Lenin's
tomb and straightened the cross before all to see.  He raised his head and shouted to Gorbachev
and his cronies in a voice of thunder: "Mikhail Sergeyevich, Christ is Risen!"  A year later the Soviet
Union fell.

Conclusion

Is there a Communist in every closet?  No, but the threat was a horrible reality in Russia as it is now
in Amerika.  Do they admit they are Communists?  How naive you are if you think they will openly
say that word.  Many do not even know that they are.  They prefer to ridicule anyone who uses the
word "Communist."  The peaceful solution is to repent from sin.

Penance is necessary.  Laugh if you will all you cynics and enjoy your suffering!  "Christ's death on
the cross is nonsense to those who are being lost; but for us who are being saved it is God's power"
− St Paul.  Christianity is the only religion where God sacrifices his son to have us share eternal life
with Him.  Scream your hearts out all you adversaries and possessed and declare our imperfections
and failures!  Side with the accuser the devil and enjoy your torment tomorrow!  The effects of
Communism were already manifested in Russia during the last century.  To ignore it or to think
somehow it will work elsewhere is to condemn oneself to complete darkness.
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There are physical laws and there are also spiritual laws that govern this universe.  Ignore the
spiritual laws if you will but they still exist unseen as the wind.  The physical world is a shadow of
the spiritual world.  As Malachi Martin, the author of Hostage to the Devil wrote, "A bird flies not
because it has wings, but because it is a bird."  There is nothing new under the sun.  Human nature
is the same throughout the annals of antiquity.  The people of Rome no longer have slaves and
persecute Christians in the arena.  Follow Russia's lead out of the same tyrannical
darkness.  Repent or be enslaved.  I remind those in the USA who have remained faithful:

"But they that hope in the Lord shall renew their strength, they shall take wings as eagles, they shall
run and not be weary, they shall walk and not faint." −Isaiah 40:31

And the public reacts to the Obama's regime continued attacks on our 2nd Amendment
rights:

Sunday

Monday
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Tuesday

"High−Capacity" Magazine Rack − Sold Out
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The Jewish attack on Christian nations continues...  Remember, most of these
"atheists" are really Jews trying to strip our nation of its Christian identity, much like
the Jewish Bolsheviks did to Russia after 1917.

Anti−Nativity Scrooges Selective In What Gods They Toss Out Into The Cold

December 21, 2012 − From: bloggernews.net

by Frederick Meekins

For decades, Santa Monica churches erected nativity scenes on municipal park land there in
celebration of the Christmas season.  However, the onward march to abolish the assorted
foundations upon which America was built continues unabated and is now even seeming to
accelerate as evidenced by increasing numbers of the able bodied voting for demagogues
promising bounty the recipients did not have to lift a finger for and to solemnize with one of society's
highest recognitions relationships once considered so far beyond the boundaries of acceptability
that the respectable were often too ashamed to even speak of.  As such, even those trappings held
over from the previous world order that brought joy and happiness to the adherents of beauty and
truth must be eliminated.

In 2011, the authorization process for erecting the Nativities was altered so that many of the permits
ended up going not to churches but rather to a motley assortment of unbelievers.   As a result of the
hassle and embarrassment, under the excuse of the necessity maintaining an unobstructed seaside
view, municipal authorities decided to do away with depictive winter displays altogether.

The ultimate reason though is to deny access by any particular viewpoint by suppressing them all
equally.  Sort of the socialistic notion that everyone is equal because everyone is equally miserable.

Cutting edge commentary will likely focus on the here and now with how the tradition has been
abolished in its entirety.  However, the way the issue was handled in 2011 still gives rise to
observations as pertinent today as they aptly apply to the overall tenor of the age in which we live
rather than the narrow focus of a particular year which has already elapsed.

In 2011, one of the displays erected by the apostates and unregenerates read "What myths do you
see? 37 million Americans know myths when they see them."  Pictured along with the slogan were
images of Neptune, Santa Claus, Jesus and Satan.

Of course, the Old Deluder, the Devil himself, has no problem being depicted as a buffoonish
cartoon villain since, though he has a massive ego having at one time conspired to set his throne on
the mount of the congregation in his attempt to usurp the place of the Almighty.  At this point in the
game, he is more concerned about dragging down as many as he can with him to eternal
damnation rather than to get as many as possible to swear an eternal positive affirmation to his
infernal name.

Of course, especially in a place like California, it really doesn't take all that much courage to thumb
one's nose at Christ either.  After all, He was the one that admonished the insulted to turn the other
cheek and those ready to call for Crusades on behalf of His name, even if not in His spirit, don't
exactly hold the sway they once did.
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So shouldn't those wanting to take a courageous stand in the name of the Great Emptiness or
however else one might be inclined to depict nothing whatsoever take on a figure whose backers
show a little more teeth? For instance Islam? These fanatics threatened the producers of South
Park for even obscuring the view of the specific personage that was suppose to be in the bear
costume.

However, it seems these leftists converging upon California only go out of their way to have
Judeo−Christian religious figures removed from view on public property.  They seem to exhibit little
opposition to deities advocated by less than Biblically acceptable religions and forms of belief.

For in California, in the mid 90's a monument costing the taxpayers nearly $500,000 was erected to
Quetzalcoatl.  Quetzalcoatl is the winged serpent god from Aztec mythology around which a number
of Hispanosupremacist front organizations hope to repaganize and de−Christianize this targeted
demographic in preparation for the uprising against the United States when insurgents intend to
slaughter the remaining Whites in disputed Southwestern territories.

Atheism is the belief that God does not exist.  To be consistent, that would include those of a
non−Christian variety as well.

Thus, it would be reasonable to conclude that there must be a greater overarching, more pragmatic
commonality linking those that believe in no God and those that believe that higher order beings
condescended down to our level who, rather than shed their blood and died on our behalf, insisted
that our blood be shed and lives sacrificed to placate the base lusts of these craven entities whether
the victims were willing or not.  That shared commonality is nothing less than an outright hatred of
the God that is there and a desire to see His followers silenced.
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